Generalizing a problem posed by Cover [Cov87], we propose an adversarial game in which a permutation is incrementally constructed in a setting of partial information. As in the secretary problem, this permutation is exposed in stages via the successive components of its Lehmer code. Extending Cover's result, which constitutes the case n = 2, we establish that a random permutation of n adversarially constructed real numbers can be reconstructed with better-than-random probability, provided that certain among the numbers it permutes are made visible during the process.
Introduction
Player 1 writes down any two distinct numbers on separate clips of paper. Player 2 randomly chooses one of these slips of paper and looks at the number. Player 2 must decide whether the number in his hand is the larger of the two numbers. He can be right with probability one-half. It seems absurd that he can do better.
We argue that Player 2 has a strategy by which he can correctly state whether or not the other number is larger or smaller than the number in his hand with probability strictly greater than one-half. Thomas Cover's well-known paradox [Cov87] , reproduced in part above, asserts that one can guess the larger of two unequal numbers chosen by an adversary, having seen only one of them, with probability surpassing that of a randomized strategy.
This setting has been generalized in a number of directions. Most prominent among these is the secretary problem, or, more properly, the game of googol -distinguished by Player 2's seeing the actual values of the numbers as they come, as opposed their relative ranks alone-identified as such apparently by Ferguson [Fer89] , and solved ultimately by Samuels [Sam81] , Ferguson [Fer89] , Silverman and Nádas [SN90] , and Gnedin [Gne94] , among others. The problem's classical solution, based only on relative ranks, performs well; as long as n > 2, however, no additional-or rather, actionable-information is conveyed by the numbers' actual values (see especially [Gne94, 4. Final remarks]).
Further extensions are surveyed in Ferguson [Fer89] . More modern generalizations include Kesselheim, Radke, Tönnis, and Vöcking [KRTV13] , which studies weighted matching to multiple targets, and Gnedin [Gne16] , which studies guessing which among two piles of numbers contains the largest number.
down the probability of winning along the two outcomes of Player 2's random choice, we have that:
where in the final step we use the increasingness of f .
Notations and terminology
We prepare definitions which will be key in what follows. We fix an n ≥ 2 once and for all.
We begin with the following correspondence, often called the Lehmer code, and originating apparently with Hall (see Sedgewick [Sed77, ):
Definition 1 (Lehmer code). To each element σ ∈ S n , viewed as a bijection on {1, . . . , n}, we associate a tuple (c 1 , . . . , c n ), which we will call σ's Lehmer code, by setting c 1 = 0 and declaring, for each k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, that c k+1 ∈ {0, . . . , k} be the cardinality
Conversely, any such tuple (c 1 , . . . , c n ) corresponds to the permutation given by σ : for i = 1 to n do:
3:
for j = 1 to c i do:
4:
In what follows, we often freely identify elements σ ∈ S n with Lehmer codes (c 1 , . . . , c n ).
Intuitively, each successive element c k+1 encodes the relative position with respect to the numbers {1, . . . , k} that k + 1 occupies, in the list σ(1), . . . , σ(n). An example is visible in Sedgewick [Sed77, p. 155].
Definition 2. By the standard k-simplex ∆ k we will mean the set:
We identify categorical distributions on {0, . . . , k} with elements of this set.
Results
Continuing an apparent tradition, we describe the key game in verbal form.
Player 1 writes down any n distinct numbers on separate clips of paper. Player 2 randomly chooses one of these slips of paper and looks at the number. Now, as long as there remain further slips on the table, Player 2 repeatedly enacts the following procedure. He randomly selects a further slip; without looking at its number, he must guess its number's ordinal position with respect to the collection of slips which are already visible. He finally turns over this slip; if his guess was correct, he moves onto the next.
We argue that Player 2 has a strategy by which he can correctly order the entire collection of n slips with probability strictly greater than 1 divided by n factorial.
We enrich this game with definitions. Writing without loss of generality the adversary's (real) numbers as x 1 < · · · < x n , we denote by σ ∈ S n that unique permutation for which the revealed slips' numbers are, in order,
We index the stages of the game by k ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}. At each stage k, then, the numbers x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (k) are available, as are, hence, the elements (c 1 , . . . , c k ) of σ's Lehmer code. Player 2's task is exactly to guess, on the basis of these visible numbers, the element c k+1 of σ's Lehmer code. Player 2 wins if he completely reconstructs σ.
We point out that strategies in the above game are effectively family of maps
. We propose the following particular strategy:
Strategy 3. At each stage k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, Player 2 guesses c k+1 on the basis of a sample from that categorical distribution on {0, . . . , k} given as the image of x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (k) under the map:
where, for each (η 1 , . . . , η k ) ∈ R k , σ k ∈ S k is chosen to be that unique permutation for which
. In other words, at each stage, Player 2 sorts his visible numbers in descending order, before prepending a leading zero and applying the softmax.
Remark 1. The permutation σ k ∈ S k as defined above coincides with that given by the truncated Lehmer code (c 1 , . . . , c k ) available as of stage k (or rather, it differs from it by ρ : i → k − i + 1).
Remark 2. When k = 1, f k coincides with the logistic function x 1 → e x 1 1+e x 1 , provided that the 1-simplex is identified with the unit interval [0, 1]. As this function is increasing, we see that Strategy 3 generalizes this particular instance of Strategy 2.
Remark 3. This strategy appears related to the theory of exponential families. Indeed, interpreting the point
parameter of an underlying categorical distribution (p 0 , . . . , p k ) ∈ ∆ k , we realize Strategy 3 as a map from the k-simplex to itself (we refer for example to [LC98, 1.5, Ex. 5.3 and 3.6, (6.2)]). This map is exactly that which sorts in descending order the trailing (that is, nonzero-indexed) coordinates.
We come to the main theorem:
Theorem 2. Strategy 3 is dominant for Player 2 in the generalized game above.
Proof. We show that, for any numbers x 1 < · · · < x n , the uniform weighted average
where
We observe first that as, at each stage k, f k immediately sorts its arguments x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (k) , we may as well view f k as a function on the unordered collection of these arguments.
We now note that, fixing any d n ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, across those permutations σ = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) ∈ S n for which c n = d n , the (unordered) sets {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (n−1) } coincide (namely, they equal {x 1 , . . . , x n }\{x dn+1 }). As a first consequence, we rewrite the left-hand side of the inequality (1):
In fact, fixing any trailing Lehmer code (d m+1 , . . . , d n ), m ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, those permutations σ = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) ∈ S n for which c m+1 = d m+1 , . . . , c n = d n share an identical chain of sets {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (m) } ⊂ · · · ⊂ {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (n) } (for which, however, when m < n − 1 no convenient closed-form expression appears available).
Using this observation, we exhibit a general recursive substructure of the form (2). (We assume n > 3 in what follows, for notational convenience. The case n = 3 is effectively exhausted by the expression (2) above.) For any fixed trailing code (d m+1 , . . . , d n ), m ∈ {3, . . . , n − 1}, then, we have that: Each set x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (m−1) in the above inequality differs from x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (m) only in its lacking some particular element of the latter set (determined by the element d m ). This situation thus mimics that of expression (2), and for notational convenience (that is, up to a reindexing), we adopt its setting in what follows. Thus, we reduce the result to the inequality:
Remark 4. We note a correspondence between permutations σ ∈ S n and upward paths through the Hasse diagram, or rather the cube graph Q n (see for example Biggs [Big74] ), on (the power set of) {x 1 , . . . x n }, mediated by the Lehmer code. To each permutation σ ∈ S n we attach that upward path through Q n given by ∅ → {x σ −1 (1) } → · · · → {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (n−1) } → {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (n) }. The specification of a trailing code (d m+1 , . . . , d n ) , m ∈ {1, ..., n − 1}, then, identifies exactly those σ ∈ S n sharing the trailing path {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (m) } → · · · → {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (n) }.
The inductive structure (3) thus relies on the fact that the subgraph beneath any fixed such trailing path is itself a cube graph, namely the cube graph Q m on {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (m) }, and that an inequality of the form (4) holds regarding those nodes immediately beneath any fixed node {x σ −1 (1) , . . . , x σ −1 (m) }.
A The case n = 2: further directions
In this appendix, we study a further family of extensions of Cover's classical game, in which we grant Player 1 a more flexible form of choice.
A relationship has been noted between Cover's game and the so-called "two-envelope paradox" (see for example Clark and Shackel [CS00] for a thorough treatment), in which an intuitively compelling "switching" argument must be refuted. We note in particular the paper [SSS04] of Samet, Samet, and Schmeidler, which places these two games into a common framework, whereby, in each case, an adversary begins by selecting a pair of points in the plane which straddles the main diagonal.
In a problem related to the two-envelope paradox, one might seek to explain the insolubility of the game in which:
Player 1 writes down any number on a clip of paper. Player 2 takes this slip and looks at the number. Player 1, then, randomly decides whether respectively to write a number which is higher than or lower than the first number onto a second slip. Player 2 must decide whether the number in his hand is the larger of the two numbers.
in the face of this game's apparent similarity to the original game of Cover.
In light of these considerations, we propose a general adversarial game. Following [SSS04] , we denote by A = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R 2 | x 1 < x 2 and B = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R 2 | x 1 > x 2 , respectively, the regions strictly above and below the main diagonal in R 2 . We now have:
Player 1 selects a pair (x A , x B ) ∈ A × B, subject to a fixed ruleset R ⊂ A × B. Player 2 randomly chooses one point, say x, from this pair and looks at its x 1 -coordinate. Player 2 must decide whether x resides in A or in B.
Player 2 seeks a strategy by which he can correctly state whether x belongs to A or B with probability strictly greater than one-half.
Cover's original game is the special case of this game in which R = {((a, b), (b, a) ∈ A × B | a < b} is the set consisting of those pairs of points which are mirror reflections about the diagonal. The "paradoxically unsolvable" game above corresponds to that R = {((x, x + ǫ A ), (x, x − ǫ B )) ∈ A × B | ǫ A , ǫ B > 0} consisting of those pairs (x A , x B ) which occupy a shared vertical line. We have a general question: for which rulesets R does Player 2 have a dominant strategy? Definition 3. To each ruleset R as defined above, we associate a set X R equipped with a binary relation P R , defined as:
where π 1 : R 2 → R is the projection onto the first coordinate. (We refer to [ABM07, 2.2] for basic definitions.) In other words, we declare x B P R x A just when (x A , x B ) arises as the pair of x 1 -coordinates of some pair (x A , x B ) ∈ R.
This association has the property that the winning strategies under any ruleset R correspond exactly to the order-preserving maps of X R into the unit interval. 
Proof. We identify each map f : X R → [0, 1] with that strategy which declares that any x = (x 1 , x 2 ) resides in B with probability f (x 1 ).
Such a strategy is winning, moreover, if and only if, for each (x A , x B ) ∈ R, the quantity P (win) = P (chooses x B ) · P (states "B") + P (chooses x A ) · P (states "A") Classical work in the theory of utility functions, due in large part to Rader [Rad63] , Debreu [Deb64] , and Jaffray [Jaf75] , identifies conditions under which at least one such map exists. Following Alekserov, Bouyssou, and Monjardet [ABM07], we have:
Theorem 4. An order-preserving map f : X R → [0, 1] exists if and only if P R is acyclic and there exists a countable subset Z ⊂ X R which is dense in X R (see [ABM07, Def. 6 .1]) for the transitive closure of P R .
Proof. We refer to [ABM07, Thm. 6.16].
Cover's original game's corresponding ordered set is R with its usual ordering, the order-preserving maps of which into the unit interval are exactly the strictly increasing functions (cf. Strategy 2 above). The unsolvable game, on the other hand, yields X R = R with P R the diagonal relation D = (x, x) ∈ R 2 | x ∈ R , which is evidently not acyclic.
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